
Peter Fortunato & John Schaub
Booms, Busts and Beyond

Evolve or Perish
October 25 & 26, San Francisco

South San Francisco Convention Center (Near SFO Airport)
Adjacent to : Holiday Inn San Francisco Airport, 275 South Airport Blvd.

Holiday Inn # 650-873-3550 Special room Code; BBB for Boom, Bust & Beyond Event $166.00 per night. Only a limited # of rooms
available -Reserve EARLY. Alternate hotel Citi Garden Hotel 245 S. Airport Blvd # 650-589-7200 Direct Rates start at $89.00
single bed & $99.00 double. Call to Reserve Early Deadline to reserve at the discounted rate is 10-18-14

Markets are heating up, but the future of the economy is still uncertain. You can’t predict the future, but you can
be ready for it. Come learn strategies for building cash flow and your estate whether we have inflation, deflation
or a meltdown. Peter and John survived, prospered, and helped their students make money with real estate and
notes in every market since 1975. Join them and successful investors from across the country for this one time
California presentation. Get ready for an exciting and profitable future!

§ Winning strategies to beat inflation or deflation
§ Keep your properties full and producing optimal cash flow
§ Recognizing opportunity(s) –Constructing good deals
§ Find ways to make any deal without going to a bank
§ Learn how to put together nearly any deal
§ Invest to fund the lifestyle that you want
§ Create cash flow today and growth for tomorrow
§ Achieve balance in your investing and in your life
§ Acquire and create safe notes to increase your cash flow
§ Exchanging notes for houses
§ Culling properties and bettering your portfolio
§ Get your best properties free and clear and safe
§ Use trusts to protect family assets and avoid probate
§ The coming death of 1031 exchanging?
§ The Dodd Frank Law – How to buy and sell now

Seminar fee: $595 single or $895 for two registering together*
Early Bird Discount: Ends October 15th - $495 for one, $795 for two registered together*

*There is a small additional Event Brite Registration fee
Class Time 9-5 Both days. Networking and brainstorming session Saturday after class

Includes class book containing case studies and documentation of deals

BOOMS, BUSTS AND BEYOND



Making Money in Uncertain Times – John Schaub
Reprinted from John’s Strategies and Solutions Newsletter. See more at www.johnschaub.com

Will the future ever become predictable again? My friend Dr. Gary North says that many predict
the future, but the future just doesn’t pay attention.

Should you just forget investing for the long term? Is making a quick buck the best strategy when
everyone is uncertain about the market?

While you might make a quick $10,000 from flipping a house, it is the last $10,000 that house
will make you. A house you buy today on good terms has the potential of making you $10,000 a
year for the rest of your life if you manage it well.

This is the safest time to buy a real estate investment that I have seen in 40 years. Low interest
rates and a strong rental market combined with the availability of bargain prices allow you to buy
with little risk and immediate cash flow.

Its interesting that only a few actually succeed financially. Most simply give up. Those that
succeed have personality traits of successful entrepreneurs:

· tolerance of risk, ambiguity and uncertainty
· creativity
· self-reliance and ability to adapt
· opportunity obsession
· commitment and determination
· leadership
· motivation to excel

Read the first three again. Obviously uncertainty can be the friend of the entrepreneur.

Risking your time and money in uncertain times takes courage. Courage comes
from confidence that you are doing the right thing. You get that confidence by
acquiring money-making skills and then by using them and getting better and better.

I can’t predict the future, but I can recognize opportunities in the present.

• Today we can buy property with cheap financing that will produce
immediate cash flow.

• Today we can buy non-performing debt secured by high quality property,
and we can acquire it at deep discounts for cash or acquire it on terms.

• Today we can pay investors more interest than they can earn in
the bank and still make a healthy profit.

These three strategies are worth millions to a person with the skills to implement them.
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